TROIS-RIVIERES METALFEST 2015 COMPILATION CD
***DEADLINE : FEBRUARY 17th 2015***
The Trois-Rivieres Metalfest’s 14th edition will be held in March. Without a doubt, the
bookers have created one of the biggest metal events in Quebec. It has become a must for
Quebec’s metalheads. Last year, they came from all over Quebec and even from the United
States.
This year, for the 14th edition, a double compilation CD will be distributed like the preceding
13 years. The CD will be a professional one, in a jewel case with a color booklet, like any CD
you can buy in a store.
100% professional, the CD is mastered before going to printing (manufacture).
1000 CDs will be made, all of which will be given away; none will be sold.
-750 for the 750 first people to pay for the show
-200 to the compilation’s bands (100 / 40 bands = 5 CDs per band)
-50 to medias, sponsors, etc.

The cost is $125.00 for a 4 minutes or less song. Add a $15.00 fee for every additional 30
seconds.

If you pay via PAYPAL, add 5% to the total.
($125 = $131.25 if paid via paypal)

Only 40 spots are available. Your spot is guaranteed 100% upon application approval
AND payment reception.

Trois-Rivieres Metal reserves the right to refuse an application if the sound quality is
not satisfying or if the song doesn’t fit with our objective, which is a top quality
compilation.
BEING ON THE COMPILATION DOES NOT MEAN PLAY THE METALFEST. THESE
ARE 2 COMPLETELY DIFFERENT THINGS.
You might think March is late this year and you still have a lot of time ahead. Nonetheless,
we are already working on the event and we have to finalize the compilation CD on January
20th 2015 and sooner if possible, cause making this compilation requires a lot of time and
work. There are also mastering and manufacturing delays. We wanna sort this out as soon as
possible to focus on the production and preparation of the festival. Thank you for your
cooperation.

PAYMENT OPTIONS:
Payment by check on behalf of Trois-Rivières Metal.
Trois-Rivières Metal
a/s metalfest compilation
584 rue Principale
St-Boniface, Quebec
Canada G0X 2L0
PAYPAL (horfixion@horfixion.com) + 5% fee to the total
Money orders on behalf of Trois-Rivières Metal.

You must send us a copy of your CD:
A Wav file (cd quality, 44.1 KHz, 16 bit, stereo) is acceptable
when sent through a file transfer site. (Hightail, Dropbox...)
NO MP3

We will need the following information:
Kataklysm : Crippled and broken (Band / Track title)
Album : In the arms of devastation (Album Title)
Length : 3:30 (Length, minutes:seconds)
Label : Nuclear Blast (Label or Independant)
Website : www.kataklysm.net (Web Site or Facebook or...)

Contact Information:
Mail
info@troisrivieresmetal.com
Web
http://www.3rmf.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TRMetalfest/
https://www.facebook.com/troisrivieresmetalfest
Postal Address
Trois-Rivières Metal
a/s metalfest compilation
584 rue Principale
St-Boniface, Quebec
Canada G0X 2L0

